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Monaco+
captures over 120 years of cheese tooling experience.



BOSKA - SINCE 1896  
At Boska we create cool food tools so you can 
enjoy specialty food to the fullest. Since 1896 
our brand has been the standard for quality 
Cheesewares. What started as a blacksmith forging 
cheese tools for cheese professionals has in t
he meantime led to an extensive assortment of 
quality tools for cheese both for professional 
and home use. Our thirst for learning drives us to 
keep innovating. We are proud to present to 
you a superb series of cheese knives: Monaco+.

MONACO+
All of the tools in the Monaco+ series are made 
of high quality stainless steel. The non-stick 
treatment plus special sharpening plus patented 
quilted pattern on the blade are the result of over 
120 years designing and testing cheese tools. The 
handles rest well in the hand making sure you can 
comfortably handle any type of cheese.

RED DOT DESIGN AWARD
Monaco+ has been rewarded with multiple Red Dot 
Design Awards. Red Dot stands for belonging to the 
best in design and business. The jury recognizes the 
characteristic aesthetic of Monaco+ as a result of 
the artistic surface design which also offers
functional advantages. Winning this award is the 
ultimate cherry on the cheese cake.

Monaco+



Monaco+ Makes it count
Monaco+ cheese knives have a special laser marking in the blade. This subtle 
marking indicates:

• Which knife in the series it concerns
• How many knives the series contains
• For what kind of cheese the knife is suited for

The numbers are an indicator for the type of cheese you can use the knife for. 
The ascending numbers correspond with the increasing firmness of cheese, 
from smooth and spreadable all the way to firm, very hard cheeses with a 
crumbly or granular texture. The numbers are not only effective but make 
the cheese knives highly collectable and extremely giftable. Cross selling 
suggestions on the packaging encourage to buy the whole series.

 

soft 
cheese knife
for Brie &
Mozzarella

 

semi soft 
cheese knife
for Gorgonzola &
young Gouda 

hard cheese 
knife
for cheese like

 
Manchego & 
Pecorino

spreading 
knife mini
for spreads like 
butter & fresh 
cheese

Nº  1

semi soft 
cheese 
knife mini
for cheese like 
Gorgonzola & 
young Gouda

Nº  2

semi hard 
cheese 
knife  mini
for cheese like 
matured Gouda 
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Nº  3

hard cheese 
knife mini
for cheese like 
Manchego & 
Pecorino

Nº  4

Mini Monaco+ Black

Monaco+ Black

Within the Monaco+ series there are four separate lines, which consist of a different number of knives. For example No. 3 in the Monaco+ Mini black line is for a different kind of cheese 

than No. 3  in the Monaco+ Standard stainless steel line. But no worries, the numbers and cheese types are communicated clearly on both packaging as on the knife itself.

 

Perfect 
Gift
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spreading 

knife Monaco+
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semi hard cheese 
knife Monaco+
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5
hard cheese 

hatchet Monaco+
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comté knife
Monaco+

for cheese like 
Comté & Alpine 

7
hard cheese 

knife Monaco+
for cheese like 

Manchego & Pecorino
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knife mini
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Brie & 
Mozzarella

semi soft 
cheese 
knife mini
for cheese like 
Gorgonzola & 
young Gouda

Nº  3

semi hard 
cheese 
knife  mini
for cheese like 
matured Gouda 
& Cheddar

Nº  4

hard cheese 
knife mini
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Mini Monaco+

Monaco+ Makes it count

Monaco+Black
Monaco+ 

Collect them all!







This Monaco+ cheese knife set  offers you the 
best solution for cutting cheese. From creamy 
brie to hard Parmesan, with this stainless steel 
knife set you can handle every type of cheese. An 
unbeatable gift for real cheese lovers..

# 307095
SRP € 39,99 / $ 59,99
Order unit 3

soft 
cheese knife
for cheese like Brie 
& Mozzarella

3
semi soft 
cheese knife
for cheese like 
Gorgonzola & 
young Gouda

4
hard cheese 
knife
for cheese like 
Manchego & 
Pecorino

9

Cutting soft sticky cheeses is 
easy with this soft cheese knife! 
The narrow blade has the typical 
Monaco+ quilted pattern, is extra 
sharp and has a non-stick surface. 
This prevents the cheese from 
sticking and your cheese keeps its 
shape beautifully.

# 307090
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

The perfect solution for soft to 
semi-hard cheeses. The openings, 
typical Monaco+ quilted pattern 
and the non-stick surface make 
cutting easy and enable the cheese 
to keep its shape. With the tip, you 
can pass around parts of cheese.

# 307091
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

This knife with super sharp tip 
offers you the perfect solution 
for breaking up hard cheeses. The 
extra-sharp knife is shaped so that 
you can press down hard on it 
without it slipping. That makes it 
extra safe!

# 307092
 SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

Monaco+
 Cheese Knife Set





Hard Cheese Hatchet No.6
You’ll make short work of it with this strong 
cheese hatchet. It’s perfect for serving semi-
hard and hard cheeses. This sharp, stainless 
steel knife is dishwasher-safe too.

# 307097
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

Spreading knife No.1
Are you a big fan of fresh cheeses? Spreading 
cheese is even easier with this stainless steel, 
dishwasher-safe designer knife. It’s also ideal 
for serving butter, herb butter, tapenade and 
pesto.

# 307094
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

Monaco+

A cut 
above the rest



Comte Knife No.7
Take the hard work out of cutting straight 
pieces of your favorite cheese. Designed for 
two-handed use, there’s no danger of you 
accidentally cutting your fingers. It’s the extra 
safe choice!

# 307093
SRP € 19,99 / $ 29,99
Order unit 12

Semi Hard Cheese Knife No.5
Every cheese has its own favorite knife! Use this 
user-friendly stainless-steel knife to make easy 
work of cutting medium-hard and hard cheeses. 
It’s razor-sharp, stylish and has a practical serving 
tip.

# 307098
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

A cut 
above the rest



Parmesan Cheese Slicer
Create delicious slices of very hard cheese with 
this stylish stainless-steel cheese slicer. You 
decide on the thickness of the slice yourself. This 
slicer can be used for mushrooms, truffles and 
vegetables too.

# 307103
SRP € 19,99 / $ 29,99
Order unit 12

Cheese Grater 
Take the hard work out of grating your favorite 
cheese with this stainless-steel grater. Freshly 
grated cheese is delicious sprinkled over pizza, 
pasta and soup. 

# 307087  
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12



Cheese Slicer 
This is the ultimate cheese slicer! This stylish, 
stainless steel slicer features a special, patented 
non-stick coating and typical quilted pattern 
on the blade. It’s the easiest way to create 
delicious, thin slices of medium-hard and hard 
cheese.

# 307085
SRP € 14,99 / $ 24,99
Order unit 12

Monaco+



Have a 
grate day!



#: 
Name:

For:

EAN:
Material:

Dimensions: 
Order Unit:
Packaging:

Hand Grater Star
Grate the most delicious Parmesan cheese 
powder ever with this stainless-steel grater. 
Place the anti-slip section on a table for extra 
grip and move the cheese over the grater. This 
versatile tool is ideal for grating chocolate, 
ginger, garlic and other foodstuffs too.

# 307112
SRP € 19,99 
Order unit 12

Hand Grater Zester
Use this stainless-steel grater to create fine 
strips of semi-hard cheese, red peppers and 
citrus fruits, etc. Place the grater on a flat 
surface and simply move what you want to 
grate over the top of it. The rubber bottom 
stops the grater slipping during use.

# 307111
SRP € 19,99 
Order unit 12

Hand Grater Coarse 
A stainless-steel grater for grating soft cheeses, 
coconut, chocolate or carrots. Place the grater 
on a flat surface, pass what you want to grate 
over the top of it and watch big flakes appear. 
The rubber bottom stops the grater from 
slipping.

# 307110
SRP € 19,99 
Order unit 12

Have a 
grate day!

Monaco+



Cheese slicer mini
You’ll cut the most delicious fresh slices of cheese 
ever with this compact, stainless steel slicer. 
The quilted pattern stops cheese sticking to your 
slicer. Its flat handle gives you extra grip too.

# 307102
SRP € 9,99 / $ 14,99
Order unit 12

Use this stainless-steel knife to serve your 
favorite cheese. Its non-stick finish, holes 
in the blade and typical Monaco+ quilted 
pattern stop cheese sticking. The knife’s 
forked presentation tip makes it very easy to 
pick up cheese too.

# 307101
SRP € 9,99 / $ 14,99
Order unit 12

Soft Cheese Knife Mini No.2
This is the perfect solution for cutting soft 
cheeses! The thin blade has the typical Monaco+ 
quilted pattern, is extra sharp and has a non-stick 
surface. This makes cutting easy and your cheese 
keeps its shape beautifully.

# 307100
SRP € 9,99 / $ 14,99
Order unit 12

Semi Soft Cheese Knife mini No.3



Mini
Monaco+

Cheese Knife Set Mini
This comprehensive stainless-steel knife set 
helps you make light work of any type of 
cheese. They’re perfect when you want to 
present your guests with an extensive cheese 
board. The typical Monaco+ quilted pattern 
makes the knives non-stick, which means that 
cheese won’t ever stick to them!

# 307096
SRP € 39,99 / $ 49,99
Order unit 3



Monaco+ Black





Cheese Slicer Special Black Edition
The absolute in cheese planing and eye-catching due to 
its frosted black color. With its unique quilted pattern and 
special non-stick treatment, you can make beautiful, tasty 
slices of cheese very easily without the cheese sticking.

# 307084
SRP € 19,99 / $ 29,99
Order unit 6

Don’t worry
Slice Happy!

Monaco+ Black



Cheese Knife Set Mini Black
Unique, stylish and perfect for any type of 
cheese. If you are planning to serve a cheese 
board, this comprehensive knife set is an 
absolute must! These stainless-steel knives 
couldn’t be any handier: with their black 
coating and quilted pattern, they are non-
stick too.

# 307088
SRP € 49,99 / $ 59,99
Order unit 3

Mini Monaco+ Black
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Monaco+ Black
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Cheese knife Set Black
From creamy brie to hard Parmesan, with this 
stainless steel knife set you’ve got thé solution 
for cutting every type of cheese. This stylish 
set, packed in real leather, is the ultimate 
present for true cheese lovers and home cooks.

# 307089
SRP € 59,99 / $ 89,99
Order unit 3



Boska Holland

Spanjeweg 8, 2411 PX
Postbus 110, 2410 AC 
Bodegraven, Holland
T +31 (0) 172 611 502

info@boska.com

Boska USA

33 W 26th st, 4th Floor, 
New York, NY 10010 USA

T:  +1 646-869-0260      
usa@boska.com

Boska France

Immeuble Panama - Parc tertiaire 
SILIC 45, rue de Villeneuve 94573 

RUNGIS Cedex, France
T +33 (0)1 41 73 54 21    

 france@boska.com

Boska Deutschland

Waldteichstraße 89, 46149 
Oberhausen, Deutschland

T +49 (0)2102 420 925   
F +49 (0)2102 420620

deutschland@boska.com
 

check out our full assortment of cool food tools at boska.com


